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The Challenge
of Annual Planning
It’s that time of year again: planning for a
new fiscal year. Annual planning is a big
undertaking—laying out the direction,
strategy, and tactics to achieve success in
the new year. But where should you start?
The following guide will help you plan
with confidence.

Key Marketing Roles in Annual Planning
In this critical time, you and your other marketing “war room generals” will need to rely
heavily on one another to create a plan that will ensure your new targets are met. Each
of the key players in planning and executing Your team's titles might differ slightly
from these, but each member who functions similar to these roles should be a key
player in planning.
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Where to Start: Order of Operations
Overall, the steps in annual planning involve an order of operations, starting with the
largest piece: corporate revenue goals. From then on, annual planning becomes
more of a math problem that requires solving of certain “build-up” questions in an
orderly process. We walk through this process step by step throughout the following
pages.

Evaluate & Calculate Your New KPI Goals

Analyze Your Past Performance

Plan Campaigns for the New Year

Execute Your Marketing Plan
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Starting with the Goals
Where should you and your team start? At the end, of course. Whether your revenue
goal for the new year is handed to you by your CEO, or you compute a revenue goal
yourself via performance benchmarks, you'll need to use a combination of looking
backwards and forwards to set all KPI goals for the year.

LOOKING
FORWARD

LOOKING
BACKWARDS

Know the Revenue Goal
for the Upcoming Year

Last Year’s MQL Volume,
Velocity & Conversion Rates
What Drove Sales?

Depending on your organization, your revenue target will be set top-down from the
board and CEO, or derived bottom-up via more precise predictions from past marketing performance. For the purpose of this guide, the revenue target will be set
top-down.
For the following reports and exercises, we assume that the sample company
achieved about $1M in revenue this past year, and needs to hit about $2M in revenue
next year.
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Analyzing the Year’s KPI Performance
With your revenue goal in hand, you'll want to fill in the drivers of that revenue so you
can establish new goals for all performance KPIs. Your performance KPIs may vary, but
they will likely include Average Deal Size, Won Deals, Overall Conversion Rate, and MQL
Volume.

Revenue = Volume x Conversion Rate x Average Deal Size
The simple math formula to find revenue is Revenue = Volume x Conversion Rate x Average Deal Size. You will need to solve for the three variables in that formula, and can do
so by reviewing their performance metrics over the last 12 months. Once you have an
idea of the historical averages for each, you will be able to set the new year's KPI goals as
realistically as possible.
Below, you see a sampling of an annual planning dashboard that comes from Full Circle
Quick Dash. Note that we have added velocity metrics to understand the timing of deals
required to close them within the year.
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Determining New Year KPIs and Goals
Now that you've looked forward and backward, your ready to set new KPI goals for the
next year.
For this exercise, we'll assume your new revenue goal is $2.1M. To learn how many Won
Deals and MQLs you'll need to meet that revenue goal, start with an assumed Average
Deal Size and Conversion Rate. You can inform your assumptions with the past year's
Average Deal Size and Conversion Rate you found when you analyzed the year's KPI
performance.
In this case, you realize that you'll need to pursue a higher Average Deal Size and Conversion Rate in order to reach the new revenue goal (Plan 1). Conversely, you may decide
to be more realistic with assumptions that are closer to the past year's numbers, meaning the Volume of MQLs needed will increase greatly (Plan 2).
Metric
Revenue
Average Deal Size
Won Deals

Prior
Year
$0.88M
$25K
35

Overall Conversion Rate (MQL-to-Won)

1.25%

Volume (MQLs)

2,800

Next Year’s
Plan 1

Next Year’s
Plan 2

$2.1M

$2.1M

$30K

$26K

71

81

2.5%

1.5%

2,840

5,385

Need bigger
deals
Need 2x
conversion

Other alternatives include a mix of modifying the three main factors of revenue (Volume, Conversion Rate, and Average
Deal Size).

Historical CPL & Budget Planning
Here we bring up budgeting to ensure that the revenue goal is supported financially. While
you can be quite precise with forecasting the cost of each of your campaigns, at a high level
you'll want to look at your historical cost per lead (CPL) to roughly determine budget needed
for the year. Multiply your historical CPL by the new MQL Volume goal to get an estimate of the
budget you are going to need. This is a good start to get a quick estimation, but as you plan
your campaigns more precisely (which we do later in this guide), the CPL assumptions can
change to reflect the variations to the marketing mix and channel mix of the upcoming year.
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Analyzing Your Past Performance
Now that you have your metrics goals with the specific KPIs you want to improve, it's time
to dive into the past year's campaign metrics to discover areas that will help drive these
KPI improvements.

Find Campaigns with Big Revenue Impact
A quick way to do this would be to look for the campaigns that had the most impact on
revenue. You would want to leverage campaign attribution to understand revenue
impact of specific campaigns or campaign types.
For analyzing different campaign types and comparing their performance, you need to
have your campaigns segmented and categorized. The below shows a few examples of
how to categorize them in your CRM (Salesforce).
In the below example, we show a default Salesforce campaign segmentation (Type)
compared to custom categorization you could implement (in this case, Promo Channel
and Content/Offer).

Default Salesforce
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With Full Circle Response Management and the integration of UTMs, you can also automate the tagging of campaigns with different parameters. See below for an example of
using integrating UTM parameters into the Lead/Contact record. Take a look at our UTM
for Salesforce guide to learn more.

Find the Best Channels and Offers
The systematic tagging of your campaigns enables very powerful insight into campaigns.
Particularly, if you have the technology (we use Full Circle Campaign Attribution) to accurately credit campaigns with their revenue impact, you can get a broad picture of campaign performance. The below shows attribution by Channel and by Content/Offer,
revealing that the most effective channels were Website, Partner Marketing, and Event
(Sponsored), while the most effective offers were Contact Us, Events, White Papers (long
form), and Demo Request.

Attribution by Channel
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Attribution by Content/Offer

Aside from revenue attribution, you'll want to look at the funnel KPIs of your campaign
types in order to find not only the campaigns that drove more revenue, but areas to
improve your funnel metrics. Below are two insights around funnel metrics that would
help marketing fill the funnel KPI gaps. The red outlined box on the right illustrates a
high-converting channel (Website) while the red outlined box on the left shows
high-volume but low-converting channels that could potentially drive more revenue if
the marketing team found a
way to increase conversion
rates for these specific channels
High-converting
(e.g., better messaging, targetchannel, useful for
planning efficient
ing, nurture paths, etc.). You
High-volume chancampaigns
can repeat this exercise similarnels with opportunity
ly for campaign offer types as
to drive conversion
improvements
well for any alternate segmentation you use to slice and dice
the data.
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Planning Campaigns for the New Year
With the campaign categories in hand, you can select campaign types and specific campaigns to fill in your marketing calendar for the next year. This is where your demand generation team comes in. The step-by-step exercise can be outlined as:
1. Fill in the campaign categories you plan to execute for next year (i.e., the categories you surfaced in the previous exercises, and any other incremental ones to fill in
the calendar).
2. Layer in specific campaigns, with benchmark metrics for how you predict they will
perform and costs to ensure they fit your budget. Note: you also want to fill in your
pre-planned marketing activities, such as fixed events.
3. Continue this exercise until the revenue goal is (feasibly) met. In the case of this
sample company, the sum of the expected revenue from these campaigns should
be greater than $2.1M.
The below table shows the beginning of this process, with one campaign as a sample. For
each row of campaigns, there are estimated metrics, namely the columns of MQL Volume,
Conversion Rates, and Average Deal Size, which when multiplied left to right equals (estimated) Revenue Per Campaign. Note: columns are omitted for simplicity, and this exercises
optimizes for revenue. You may choose to first map the MQL Volume to cost (via CPL) if you
are optimizing for budget instead.
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Repeat this process, optimizing and adjusting for any tweaks based on realistic outcomes
that you foresee. The below shows a sample of a fully filled demand generation plan, continuing from the prior table.

You can see that the Totals row meets the Goals set forth in the previous reverse funnel
math for this company, with budget added in as well. This is only one sample pass at a plan.
Several iterations among the marketing team as well as collaboration with other parts of
the organization will provide more color and tweaking. Finally, as the year progresses and
these campaigns are executed, actual numbers will be filled in and adjustments might be
made to ensure that marketing is on track to hit the revenue goals. Keep your deal length
and velocity in mind as key factors also.
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Supporting Campaigns with Content
With the campaigns in mind, work with product marketing to create the underlying
content and assets to support those campaigns. Product marketing too can utilize analytics to help optimize campaigns, improving the chances of hitting KPI and revenue
targets. Product marketing tends to own the buyer persona knowledge of the company,
and so it makes sense for them to start with persona segmentation and content performance analysis. Start with categorizing leads in your CRM, as per below. This example
utilizes Job Function and Job Level, but use the persona details that matter for you.
Add Buyer Persona Details to CRM

With this level of detail added for leads, you can then analyze your volume and conversion rates by buyer persona. In the below, you can see some obvious targets with higher
conversion rates. Leads from Sales Operations, for example, seem to convert at a high
rate. One category, Demand Generation, seems to have high volume but low conversion
rates, so conversion rate improvements could yield large impacts.
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Optimizing Content
Aside from buyer persona, asset type is another dimension of content that you can optimize. Product/content marketers should work with the demand generation team to
regularly evaluate the effectiveness of their assets to see which ones resonate with their
audience. The below is an example of email performance metrics (though this can be
done with website downloads or any other channel where conversion can be tracked).
Standard email metrics include Open Rate, Open-to-Click Rate (a version of Clickthrough
Rate that isolates only those who opened the email), and Conversion Rate for those who
actually completed the call-to-action. The Categorization Tags section on the right side
is an illustration of classifying assets, in this case by format and subject matter. After you
tag each email, you can then compare performance metrics by different asset categories
and find commonalities or trends to increase asset performance in the future. This may
include focusing on webinars, specific topics, short-form vs. long form, and any other
tactics that can be extracted from the performance insights.

Product marketers can repeat this exercise for any combination of channels, as well as
drill-down into performance metrics for specific buyer personas. This is a topic worth a
specific guide in and of itself, but suffice it to say that there is plenty of room to optimize
in order to drive more effective marketing and improve the likelihood of hitting revenue
targets.
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Executing the New Marketing Plan
The last step in the order of operations is execution. With your plan in hand and confirmed
with your marketing team and across the company with other stakeholders, you are ready
to execute the marketing plan. The general cycle can be summarized as:

Create Campaigns

Run Campaigns

Measure

Optimize

Throughout each step, it will be important to have your marketing “war room generals”
with you, playing key roles to drive a well-oiled marketing execution engine. As a reminder,
the below is a summary of those roles.
Marketing Exec

Marketing Operations

Align marketing efforts to

Reporting and analytics

company strategic goals
Drive marketing success

Driving insights with deeper
investigation of data

externally and internally

Demand Generation

Product Marketing

Creating and running

Messaging and content

campaigns

creation

Optimize campaigns based

Honing segments and

on performance metrics

content through buyer
persona research
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Conclusion
Creating an ambitious yet feasible marketing plan for the year can be challenging. Lofty
goals and limited resources can make the exercise (and the mission) seem like an intense
stretch, so prudent and insights-driven planning is very key. With a solution such as Full
Circle Insights, the data is all in your CRM for you to drive actionable, powerful, and
granular insights. While there are many components to the planning process, this
step-by-step guide ensures that you approach each step methodically. In the end, we
hope you can gain the confidence you need in your marketing plan to achieve your
marketing objectives and goals.

About Full Circle Insights
Full Circle Insights delivers sales and marketing performance
management solutions to optimize a company’s marketing mix
and drive more revenue. The company offers multi-touch attribution, comprehensive funnel metrics and lead management
technology. Built 100% on the Salesforce App Cloud, Full Circle
Insights’ products complement leading marketing automation
solutions.
Founded by former Salesforce executives, CRM implementation
veterans and marketing automation specialists, the Full Circle
Insights industry pioneers are seasoned in creating marketing
measurement foundations to grow revenue.
Learn more at www.fullcircleinsights.com.
Salesforce, Salesforce AppExchange, Salesforce App Cloud, and
others are trademarks of salesforce.com, inc.
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